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Estimating genetic parameters of maize hybrids and parents under different 
plant densities (Combining ability for yield and some other traits for maize 
Zea mays L.)
Banan H. Hadi*, Wajeeha A.Hassan, Zainab K. Alshugeairy, Faez F. Alogaidi

Abstract: A field experiment was carried out in the fields of the Field Crops Department - Faculty of Agricultural Engineering 
Sciences. The study included five inbred lines  (ZM43W (ZE), ZM60, ZM49W3E, ZM19, CDCN5), given numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 
and 5) to study the hybrid vigor and both general and special combing ability (GCA, SCA) of the half diallel mating method, 
for the spring and fall seasons (2016). The genetic analysis shows that all crosses gave a positive hybrid vigor for grain 
yield per unit area at the two population densities. the highest value is 116.20% for cross (3´5 )at low density, and 89.22% 
for cross( 1´4 )at high density. The hybrid vigor for all crosses is positive at two densities for dry matter yield, crop growth 
rate and ears weight. The highest value is 81.31%, 96.30% and 131.45% at high density for these traits for the cross (1´2), 
respectively. Also, this cross gave the highest value at high density for grain yield per plant (170.61%) and (85.43%) for no. 
of grain plant-1. The general combining ability in two densities for all studied traits. The highest positive value was (48.949) 
for parent 3 at low density. All values of s2sca are more than values of s2gca, and all values of s2D are more than all values 
of s2A. For this, all h2n.s. were low. It ranges from 1.88% for the crop growth rate to 18.82% for no. of rows ear-1 at low 
density and between -0.38 for the crop growth rate to 41.42 for 300-grain weight at high density. Because the values of s2D 
are higher than values of s2A, the values of the ratio of s2gca/s2gsca were less than one, while the value of were more than 
one. This indicates that all these traits are influenced by dominance genes, and the importance of the non-additive gene 
action and its large contribution to the inheritance of these traits.
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Introduction
The primary aim of plant breeding is identifying or fin-

ding a superior germplasm pool, selecting a superior indivi-
dual, and developing a superior variety from the selection. 
Reported1 that knowing how genes act and interact will de-
termine which breeding system optimizes gene action more 
efficiently and will elucidate the role of the breeding sys-
tems in the diallel mating systems is good design. Estimates 
of GCA and SCA effects are appropriate and instrumental 
genetic parameters of the parents and their crosses2. Esti-
mating genetic effects is appropriate for more diallel mating 
systems, but investigators often desire to extend estimation 
to include genetic components of variance and heritability. 
It is necessary to obtain information on the nature of the 
combining ability of the parents, to know their behavior and 
performance in the crosses, to select the best ones for cros-
sing, and to diagnose hybrids or promising varieties3. The 
analysis of both general and specific combining ability is an 
important tool for selecting the desired parent and obtaining 
information about the rapture and magnitude of the effect 
of the gene-controlled quantitative traits4. Heterosis occurs 
when the crosses exceed the parents' average because of 
non-additive genetic effects. There were different opinions 
about the relative importance of additive and non-additive 
variance in maize populations. Interactions of alleles either 
within the same loci or among loci were necessary. Found5 

that estimates of additive genetic variance were two to four 
times greater than estimates due to dominance deviations 
in maize; hence, selection should be effective. showed6 
theoretically that selection among single crosses would 
be twice as effective as selection among double crosses if 
only additive genetic effect were considered. If non-additive 
effects (dominance and epistasis) were important in the ge-
netic variances among types of hybrids, the advantage of 
selection among single crosses rather than among double 
crosses would be even greater. Selection, natural or huma-
ne, was based on continuous variation with the replacement 
of unfavorable alleles by more favorable alleles and the ac-
cumulation of modifiers in support of the more important 
alleles2. The role of deleterious genes in the expression of 
heterosis in maize is decisive. Deleterious genes are pre-
served in large numbers in maize inbred lines through se-
lection for combining ability, which is why hybrids are much 
more productive than inbred lines. The more harmful genes 
are replaced by favorable additive alleles, the more the yiel-
ding capacity of inbred lines improves, and heterozygosity7 
favors the less the yield in F1. Production of vigorous inbred 
lines that approach or out-yield hybrid productivity is feasi-
ble only when selection for combining ability is replaced by 
selection for inbred line performance per se so that delete-
rious genes can be effectively removed. illustrate8 that the 
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inbred L3 had positive gca. The cross (L3´T8 ) had the hi-
ghest positive hybrid vigor for grain yield (98.61%) and sca 
(18.98). The value of additive variation for inbred was more 
than for tester for all traits. The dominant gene action for 
inbred was lower than additive, but it was close to additive 
variation for testers. s2gca and genetic variation for inbred 
were superior to testers for most traits. The average degree 
of dominance was more than one, except grain weight was 
less than one. Found9 that the inbred 2 had positive GCA. 
All parents and crosses had a positive variance for yield. 
The mean square for SCA was more than GCA, and the-
refore the s2GCA was less, which made s2A less than s2D, 
so s2GCA/s2SCA became less than one, and the degree of 
dominance was more than one, making h2.n.s. very little. 
Thus, the trait was governed by non-additive gene action10. 
found11 that the genetic analysis shows important both ad-
ditive and dominant effects to heredity of the yield and yield 
components throw significant the GCA, SCA. The dominance 
effect was more important than the additive effect. The GCA 
/SCA is less than one and s2D higher than s2A. The degree 
of dominance is more than one, and high broad sense heri-
tability and low, narrow sense heritability for all traits. The re-
sults12 obtained indicated that all estimates of additive (V.A.) 
and dominance (V.D.) variance were significant for all traits 
except V.A. for no. of kernel row-1. The magnitude of V.A. was 
consistently larger than that of V.D. for all traits except for 
grain yield, where V.D. values were larger than V.A. values. 
High narrow sense heritability estimates were detected for 
no. of kernel row-1. Moderate h2n.s. estimates were obtained 
for 100 kernel weights, while the estimate was for grain yield.

Materials and methods 
A field experiment was carried out in the fields of the 

Field Crops Department - Faculty of Agricultural Enginee-
ring Sciences. The study included five inbred lines  (ZM43W 
(ZE), ZM60, ZM49W3E, ZM19, CDCN5), given numbers 1, 
2, 3, 4 and 5) to study the hybrid vigor and both general 
and unique combing ability (GCA, SCA) of the half diallel 
mating method, for the spring and fall seasons of 2016. The 
soil was prepared as recommended. Triple superphosphate 
fertilizer 46% P2O5 was added by 200 kg and urea fertilizer 
46% by 300 kg N ha-1 in three batches when planting and 
two months after adding the first batch and upon flowering. 
In the first season, the seeds of the inbred lines were plan-
ted on 4/4/2016 in furrows; the length of the furrows was 
7 meters, the distance between one furrow and the other 
was 0.75 meters, and the distance between one plant and 
another was 25cm. When the plants reached the flowering 
stage, the female inflorescences were wrapped a day be-
fore pollination before the release of the silk, and the male 
inflorescences were wrapped a day before pollination. Half 
diallel crosses were performed between inbred lines. After 
the maturity of the plants, they were harvested separate-
ly to be planted in the fall season. In the second season, 
the seeds of the resulting crosses were planted 10 crosses 
in addition to the five parents to evaluate their performan-
ce under two plant densities of 50 and 70 thousand plants 
hectare-1 by designing randomized complete block ( RCBD 
) and in the arrangement of the spilled plot, as the plant 
densities represented the main plots and the genotypes 
described the secondary plots. On furrows, the length of the 
furrow is 6 m. The distance between one furrow and another 
is 0.75, and between one plant and another is 0.266 and 

0.1904 m for the two densities mentioned in sequence. At 
the end of the season, random samples were taken from 5 
plants to measure the following traits: number of rows  per 
ear, number of grains per row, number of grains per ear, 
the weight of 300 grains, ears weight, grain yield per plant, 
grain yield for area unit, total dry weight and crop growth 
rate, Statistical analysis was done using the Genstate pro-
gram hybrid vigor the half diallel analysis of the traits that 
showed significant differences were calculated by statistical 
analysis and according to the fourth method, the Fixed Model 
of Griffng's analysis to estimate the general combining ability 
(GCA) and the specific combining ability ( SCA ) according to 
what14 which divides the mean squares of the genotypes into 
the mean squares of general combining ability (GCA) and 
mean squares of specific combining ability (SCA )  According 
to the following mathematical model presentend in Model 1.

Results

Hybrid vigor
Hybrid vigor or heterosis, the increased performance 

of the hybrid progenies compared to their homozygous pa-
rents, reaches high levels in maize with certain combina-
tions of complementary heterotic groups.

Number of rows for the ear
Table 1 shows that the hybrid vigor for crosses signifi-

cantly differed at the two densities. The cross (1´2), (1´4), 
(3´4) and (3´5) showed negative hybrid vigor at the low 
density (50000 p/h.) and positive at the high density (70000 
p/h.). Cross (1´3) and (2´4) have positive hybrid vigor at the 
two densities, while cross( 1´5),( 2´3), and (4´5) give ne-
gative hybrid vigor at two densities. The cross (2´5) had a 
positive hybrid vigor at low densities and negative at high.

Number of grains per row
All crosses had positive values for hybrid vigor at two 

densities, except cross 2´3 was negative at high density.

Number of grains per plant
All values of hybrid vigor for all crosses were positive at 

two densities. The highest value was 62,98% for the cross( 
4´5) at low density and 85.43% for the cross (1´2) at high 
density, Table 1. The positive value of hybrid vigor for crosses 
means a tendency to increase the no. of grains of the plant. 
We note that these two crosses possessed a SCA positive 
and high. This is due to the difference between their parents 
in the GCA, as one was positive and the other was negative.

The weight of ear
The hybrid vigor values differed significantly between 

crosses at the two densities. All values were positive in the 
direction of increasing the weight of the ear of maize. Cross 
(2´4) and ( 4´5) achieved the highest value (58.24% and 
55.34%) at the low density but decreased at high density 
(14.90% and 14.47%). That is, the gene expression for the-
se crosses appears at low density (did not tolerate the high 
density). Cross 2 achieved the highest value' (131.45%) at 
high density and low value' at the low-density table 1.

The weight of 300 grains
Table 1 shows that 7 crosses gave a negative hybrid 

vigor at low density, the highest value -21.05 for the cross 
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Table 1. Percentage of hybrid vigor of maize crosses for yield component traits in different plant densities for fall season 2016.

(1´5). The cross (2´3), (2´4) and (3´4) gave positive value for 
hybrid vigor. in high density, 6 crosses (1´3), ( 2´3), ( 2´4), 
(3´4), ( 3´5) and( 4´5) gave a negative value and cross (1´2), 
(1´4), (1´5), and 2´5) gave positive value.

Grain yield per plant 
All crosses achieved positive values for hybrid vigor at 

low density. Values ranged from 18.02% for the cross (1´2) 
to 80.09% for the cross (2´4). The positive value of the hy-
brid vigor indicates the cross's ability to increase the plant's 
yield. In high density, two of the ten crosses gave a negative 

value of hybrid vigor. The highest positive value is 170.61% 
for the cross( 1´2), which gave the lowest positive value at 
the low-density Table 2.

Grain yield per hectar
Table 2 shows that all crosses gave positive values for hy-

brid vigor at two densities in the direction to increase the yield.

Dry matter yield
Also, all values of hybrid vigor for all crosses were posi-

tive in increasing the yield of dry matter of the plant of maize.
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Table 2. Percentage of  hybrid vigor of   maize crosses  for  yield and growth criteria traits in different plant densities for fall season 2016.

The growth rate of plant
Table 2 shows that all values of the growth rate of the 

plant were positive at two densities. It ranged between 
65.57% for cross (1´4) to 29.73 for cross (3´5) at low densi-
ty. In high density, it ranged between 96.30% for cross (1´2) 
to 12.99% for cross (2´3).

When the value of the hybrid vigor is positive and high. 
This means the occurrence of the trait under the influence 
of the overdominance of the genes of the highest parents.

The GCA effect

The number of rows per ear
Table 3 illustrates that parents 1 and 3 had a positive 

GCA at low density and a negative GCA at high density. 
Parents 2 and 4 had a negative GCA at low density and a 
positive GCA at high density. Parent 5 had a positive GCA 
at the two densities.

The number of grains per row
Parents differed significantly in the GCA. The parent 1 

and 5 had a negative GCA at low density and positive at 
high density, while the parents 2 and 3 were the opposite, 
they were positive at low density and negative at high densi-
ty. As for parent 4, it was positive at the tow densities.

Number of grain per plant  
Three of parents have negative GCA at the both densi-

ty. While parent 3 was positive, as for parent 5 was negative 
at low density and positive at high table 3.

The weight of ear
The table 3 illustrate that the parent 1,2and 4  had ne-

gative GCA at the two densities. The parents 3 had positive 
GCA at tow densities  While the parent   5 had  positive 
value GCA  for high density and negative for low density.

Weight of 300 grains
The table 3 illustrate that the parent 2 and 5 had ne-

gative GCA at the two densities. the parents 1 and 4 have 
positive GCA at low density and negative at high density 
.the parent3 have positive GCA at the tow densities.  

The yield of plant
Parents differed significantly in the GCA at two densi-

ties. parents 1 and 4 showed negative GCA at two densities. 
parents 3 and 5 showed positive GCA at two densities. Whi-
le the parent 2 showed negative at low density and positive 
at high table 4.

Dry matter
Two parents 1 and 2 showed negative GCA at both 

densities, parent 3 was positive at two densities, while pa-
rent 4 was positive at low densities and positive in high. 
But the parent 5 was negative at low and positive at high 
densities table 4.

The growth rate of plant
The parent 1 have negative GCA at low density and po-

sitive at high (Table 4). Parent 2 have negative GCA at two 
densities, opposite of parent 3 was positive at two densities. 
Parents 4 and 5 were positive at low density and negative 
at high density.

Specific combining ability
The sca measures the effects of non-additive genes ac-

Estimating genetic parameters of maize hybrids and parents under different plant densities (Combining ability for yield and some other traits for 
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tion. When its value is high, this means a great agreement 
between parents of the yield.

Number of rows
Four crosses (1´3), (1´4), (2´4), and (3´4) have positive 

SCA at two densities, the cross (1´5) and 2´3 have negati-
ve SCA at two densities. The cross 1´2, 3´5, have negative 
SCA at low densities and positive SCA at high. The cross 
2´5 and 4´5 have positive SCA at low density and negative 
at high (Table 5).

Number of grains per row
Table 5 showed that seven crosses of maize have posi-

tive SCA at two density, while one cross only have negative 
SCA at both density, and one is negative at the low density 
and positive at high density, and one is opposite it is positive 
at low density and negative at high density.  

Number of grains per plant 
There are eight crosses of maize showed positive SCA 

at the both densities. While the cross (2´3) was negative at 
the two densities. The cross (1´2) was negative at the low 
density and positive at high density.

Weight of 300 grains
Table 3 showed that five crosses have negative SCA 

Table 4. The effects of general combining ability of maize parents for yield and growth criteria traits in different plant den-
sities for fall season 2016.

Table 3. The effects of general combining ability of maize parents for yield component traits in different plant densities for 
fall season 2016.
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Table 5. The effects of specific combining ability of maize crosses for yield and components traits in different plant den-
sities for fall season 2016.
at the low density, and positive SCA the high density. while 
three crosses have positive SCA at low density and nega-
tive SCA at high density. Only two crosses (1´3) and (4´5) 
have negative SCA at both densities.   

Yield of plant
Eight crosses have positive SCA at both densities (Ta-

ble 6). The highest value is 70.67 for cross (1´3) and 58.76 
for cross 2´4 at the low density. The highest value is 76.32 
for cross (2´5) followed by 60.70 for cross (1´2). When the 
value of SCA is high, it means a great agreement between 
the parents of cross for the yield. Two of crosses (2´3) and 
(3´4) have appositive SCA at low density and negative in 
high density.

The yield of unit area
All crosses showed positive SCA at the two densities. 

The highest value is 3.37 and 2.40 for cross (3´5) at both 
densities respectively, followed by 2.02 and 2.79 for cross 
(1´2) at both density respectively table 6.

Dry matter for maize plant
Table 6 indicate that all crosses have positive SCA at 

both densities, except the cross (3´4 ) is negative in the 
high density. The highest value is 81.00 for cross (1´3) at 
low density. followed by 50.62 for cross (2´4). In the high 
density, the highest value is 73.87 for cross (1´2) followed 
by 52.30 and 50.97 for cross (1´3) and (2´5 ), respectively.  

The growth rate of maize plant  
As in the previous trait, all crosses showed a positive 

SCA at the two densities, except the cross (3´4) is negative 
in high density Table 6.

Genetic parameters

Low density
Table 7 showed that all values of non-additive variance 

(s2D) were high than the values of Additive variance (s2A) 
for all studies traits. Hence the values of specific combining 
ability variance (s2sca) were higher than the values of ge-
neral combining ability variance (s2gca). The highest value 
was 16496.87 for the no. of grains per plant, followed by 
3469. 95 for der matter of maize plant and 2572.43 for grain 
yield of plant. While the highest s2gca/s2sca was 05488 for 
trait no. of rows per ear, but the lowest value was 0.0101 for 
the growth rate followed by 0.0176 for dry matter. All values 
of broad sense heritability are high, due to the approach 
of the genetic variance values to the phenotypic variance 
values. Except the value of broad sense heritability for no. 
of rows per ear is moderate. The values of narrow sense 
heritability ranged from 1.88% for the trait growth rate of the 
crop to 18.82% for the no. of rows per ear, followed by the 
weight of 300 grains, for which the heritability value reached 
15.98%. The values of the average degree of dominance for 
all the studied traits were more than one, indicating that the-
se traits are under the effect of over dominance of gene's. It 
also shows the importance of the non-additive gene action 
and its large contribution to the inheritance of these traits.

Genetic parameters

High density
As in the previous table, we find that all the values of 

the variance of the specific combining ability (s2sca) are hi-
gher than the values of the conflict of the general combining 

Estimating genetic parameters of maize hybrids and parents under different plant densities (Combining ability for yield and some other traits for 
maize Zea mays L.)
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Table 6. The effects of specific combining ability of maize crosses for yield and growth criteria traits in different plant 
densities for fall season 2016.
power (s2gca) of all the studied traits Table 8. As well, all 
matters of the variance of non-additive gene action (s2D) 
are higher than the variance of additive (s2A). The higher 
value of s2D is 16496.87 for trait no. of grains per plant, 
followed by 3469.95 for trait dry matter of maize plant, and 
2572.43 for trait grains yield of the plant. While the higher 
value of s2A is 1814.52 for trait no. of grains per plant too. 
For this, all s2gca/s2sca values were less than one, indica-
ting the importance of non-additive gene action in the in-
heritance of these traits and the additive gene effect. Table 
8, shows that all the values of genetic variance (s2g) are 
close to the importance of phenotypic variance (s2p), so all 
values of the broad sense heritability were high. It ranged 
from 82.07% for a trait of the no. of rows per ear to 94.83% 
for a trait 300 grain. The values of the narrow sense herita-
bility ranged between ( 0.38%) for the crop growth rate (due 
to the low value of the variance of additive s2A) to 41.42% 
for the weight of 300 grains. All matters of the average de-
gree of dominance for all studied traits were more than one. 
This indicates that all these traits are under the influence 
of dominance genes and indicates the importance of the 
non-additive gene action and its large contribution to the 
inheritance of these traits.

Discussion
Three main genetic mechanisms have been proposed to 

explain heterosis: dominance, overdominance and positive 
epistatic interaction14. Moreover, the highest percentage of 
heterosis for grain per ear over better parent was observed 
by15 the cross P2´P3. However, positive general combining 
ability indicates that these parents contribute to improving 

the trait and transmit the additive gene effect for high grain 
yield to its crosses through its contribution to the inheritance 
of the trait towards increasing the yield. So, these parents 
can be used in hybridization programs to improve the yield 
and increase yield efficiency by selecting a superior plant in 
grain yield. The magnitude of GCA was higher than the sca 
in all the cases indicating that additive gene action was more 
important than non-additive in the inheritance of this traits16. 
The values of GCA and SCAC for grain yield and its com-
ponent are highly significant. The dominance gene effect 
for grain yield and no. of grains per row is more significant, 
while the additive gene action is more important for grain 
weight17. The additive gene effect is more important than the 
non-additive in inheriting ear weight18. GCA and SCA mean 
squares were highly significant for all traits, but for no. of 
rows ear-1 SCA mean square was significant19. Significant 
GCA and SCA variance were observed for all traits except 
ear height. The non-additive variation of the studied traits of 
the maize plant was high, making the ratio s2gca/s2sca less 
than one), indicating the importance of non-additive genetic 
influences and the additive effect of genes in the inheritan-
ce of the grain yield. This result agrees with what both of 
found10,20 that the non-additive gene action controlled the 
outcome. The additive genetic variance was preponderant 
for grains per ear and 1000-grain weight24. Several investi-
gators reported that additive gene action was responsible 
for the inheritance of grain yield and most of its contributing 
traits21. However, it reported22,23 that the non-additive gene 
action was more important in maize inheritance grain yield 
and most other agronomic traits. While reported20,24 that 
both additive and non-additive gene effects were important 
in the genetic expression of maize yield and its contributing 
features. The s2gca/s2sca for all traits were less than one, 
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except no. of rows ear-1 was more than one25. 

Conclusions
We can conclude that the parents differ in their perfor-

mance and general and specific combining ability. Some of 
the parents had a positive general combining ability at the 
two densities, while others showed different general combi-
ning abilities of each density. Some parents showed a high 
special combining ability between them, which medicates 
the possibility of using them in breeding programs to produ-
ce superior hybrids or synthetic varieties. 
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